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Redefining the Renaissance Woman
This year’s 2024 San Gabriel Valley Women’s Summit invites you to meet the modern
day Renaissance Woman.
The term “renaissance” often conjures of images of 15th and 16th century paintings and
refers, generally, to the successes of men in the transition from the Middle Ages to
modernity. But at its core, the definition of renaissance is “rebirth” and is used to
describe those that embody the ideals of pursuing knowledge, seeking social
consciousness, and finding balance within their endeavors.
Whether she is a young professional, a seasoned executive, a mother, a caretaker, an
entrepreneur, or anything in between, the Renaissance Woman is able to adapt and
thrive. A Renaissance can be both a nurturing mother and a tenacious entrepreneur.
She can excel in her corporate job during the week, while spending her weekends
selflessly volunteering. She weaves together her multitudes to create a brilliant tapestry
of her strength, resiliency, and hopefully at the end of 2024 Summit, expanded
supportive connections of fellow Renaissance Women.

This year’s sessions will offer opportunities to:

	Tell your personal story both in written and spoken word
	Expand your knowledge on embracing modern technology, such as Chat GPT and
Canva
	Provide tools in gracefully navigating major life transitions
	Embracing health and wellness practices to care for your best self

Join the Duarte Chamber of Commerce on Friday, May 10 to engage in meaningful
learning, cultivate connections, and prioritize yourself as we redefine together the
modern Renaissance Woman.
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